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I.

INTRODUCTION

Circuits – within or outside a chip, can be electromagnetically noisy. Naturally, on high density electronic
hardware systems as usually in the case of consumer electronic devices, these chips can be in close
proximity to antennas, causing significant interference, and consequently poor wireless performance.
While conventionally metallic shield cans are employed to achieve an acceptable degree of isolation, of
late they seem insufficient owing to the increasing switching speeds of digital circuits. In this report, novel
techniques of improving isolation are discussed, capable of enhanced isolation.

II.

SIMULATION SETUP

Noisy circuits behave so because of the nature of electromagnetic waves emanating out of them.
Depending on the nature of implementation of such circuits and their function, they can be E-field or Hfield dominant. The authors of [1] have shown that these noisy circuits can be modeled using simplified
radiating structures based upon the nature of radiation, like simple electric or magnetic dipoles. For this
report, noisy circuits are represented using techniques presented in [1], assuming a magnetic dipole. Figure
1 shows a typical PCB with the victim, an antenna resonating at 2.4 GHz and a magnetic dipole
representing the aggressor.

Figure 1. Shows the PCB meant for simulation, with port1 being the antenna port and
port 2 connected to a metallic loop representing the aggressor

For our study, the following techniques are considered to observe isolation improvement:
Case I
Case II
Case III
Case IV

As is – arbitrary placement of the dipole with respect to the antenna
Strategic placement location variation
Partial PCB moat in XY-plane and Z-stack respectively
Shielding with metallic shields

III.

RESULTS

Since the little magnetic loop is not a resonant circuit, assigning a 50-ohm port to inject energy into it will
result in tremendous reflections. Hence, a current port is assigned, which provides a standard 1A current
source across the ports, without a shunt impedance (as in the case of an impedance matched s-parameter
port). Which also implies, that the impact of radiation can be seen observed in the form of induced voltage
at the antenna port. The results of every case tabulated above are discussed below.

Case I: Arbitrary placement of the dipole with respect to the antenna
Figure 2 shows the placement of the dipole with respect to the antenna, in the field distribution plot. In
the induced voltage plot, port 1 (2) indicates voltage at port 1 due to source at port 2, effectively signifying
isolation. With the isolation numbers obtained, taking a look at the field plot paints a picture of the location
of the dipole in relation to the antenna.

Figure 2. Isolation & field plots corresponding to case I

Blotches of dark blue spots are seen, which correspond to areas of maximum isolation. The isolation
currently obtained (-24 & -34 dB) are due to the location of the dipole in its current spot. Case II
demonstrates the consequence of moving & re-orienting the dipole across the board for enhanced isolation.

Case II: Strategic placement location variation
From figure 3, it is clear that moving the magnetic dipole to an E-field dead spot does not help with the
isolation improvement at all. Figure 4, on the other hand shows, despite moving the magnetic dipole closer
to the victim antenna, the fact that the dipole is in an H-field dead spot improves isolation significantly.

Figure 3. Isolation and field plots when the dipole is moved to an E-field dead spot

Figure 4. Isolation and field plots when the dipole is moved to an H-field dead spot (top right corner)

Figure 5. Isolation and field plots when the dipole is moved to an H-field dead spot (top left of the antenna)

By understanding the noise characteristics and looking at the field patterns over the board when the
antenna resonates, it becomes very evident that placing the noise source in its corresponding field dead
zone, can result in enormous isolation improvement, in this case, as much as 15dB. Figure 5 is a similar
case as figure 4, where placement of the dipole right adjacent to the antenna arm, in a H-field dead zone
fetches about 10 dB of isolation. From [1], it is also understood that the orientation of the dipole (rotation)
can also contribute to improving isolation through field pattern decorrelation.

Case III: Partial moating
From the scenarios described in case II, it is clear that the placement of the aggressor in a field dead zone
on the PCB helps achieve an enhanced isolation. Naturally, instead of depending on board geometry for
such dead zones, there is incentive for creating dead zones artificially on the board, especially in cases

where the board size is small or when there are many such noisy circuits. The results that follow show the
creation of two different kinds of moats, along with their corresponding results.
Moat in the context of a PCB refers to the lack of copper flow around a specific location, similar to a slot.
But since noisy circuits still have to make connection with the rest of the board, a partial moat is more
practical.
Figure 6 shows a U-shaped slot which makes it a partial moat since one of the sides is still ground flooded
without making it a complete moat square. One thing to note here is that the moat in figure spreads across
the entire board, across all layers when implemented on a PCB. Figure 7 shows a complete moat, but
across the z-plane, it is connected in the layers underneath. Figure 8 shows a cross section comparison to
demonstrate the construction of both the moats.

Figure 6. Isolation and field plot when the dipole is placed over a partial moat in the x-y plane

Figure 7. Isolation and field plot when the dipole is placed over a partial moat in the z-stack (and full moat in the xy-plane)

Figure 8. Moat types and their construction

In figure 6 and figure 7, it is obvious that the location of the dipole is the exact same as shown in figure 2
(case I). The only difference is, the presence of the moats. Observing the isolation plots indicates that an
isolation improvement of 4dB is observed in case III compared to case I, clearly attributing to the moats.
Figure 9 clearly displays the differences in the H-field distribution across the board during both the moated
conditions vs when in the absence of any kind of moat.

Figure 9. H-field distribution across the board without and with the moats

Fields employ conductors above and below them as waveguides to move from one location to another.
Moats are essentially rifts in this waveguide, thus preventing the propagation of the electromagnetic fields,
creating local dead zones which can be employed to the designer’s benefit. Additional improvement in
isolation can be achieved by tuning the width, dimensions and the position of the moats. The two different
kinds of moats allow the designer to choose either ways to implement moats depending on the circuit type
and their routing.

Case IV: Shielding with a metallic shield can
Shielding EM waves through a metallic shield can is a standard practice. The following figure shows the
field distribution in the circuit board when shielded by a shield can. Clearly both E-field and H-field
clearly have dead zones right underneath the shield can.

Figure 10. Isolation and field plots when the board is covered with a shield can

The holes on the shield can are relatively much smaller in comparison with the wavelength, and hence the
holes do not impact isolation and the field spread. Metallic shields provide both absorptive and reflective
losses. Relative to the frequency, the thicker the shield metal, greater the absorption, and hence shielding
effectiveness. Most absorption occurs within the first few skin depths. Shielding effectiveness also

depends on the nature of the incident field (Electric or magnetic) and its wave impedance. Usually, low
frequency magnetic fields have very low wave impedance in the near field and becomes difficult to isolate
even with a metallic shield can. In such cases, magnetic absorber sheets may have to be used to provide
isolation.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the impact of placement of noisy sources in relation to the antenna was understood. Based
upon the experiments, a few isolation techniques were seen and their impact on isolation was observed.
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